With the development of computer techniques, active mining which is a combination of active information gathering, user-centered mining and active user reaction has played an important role in the success of mining novel knowledge from data. Active information gathering is the technique which aims at effectively searching relevant information and conducting preprocess required before the user-centered mining process. Even though there are a large number of researches concerning the problem of mining biomedical literature databases, the importance of active information gathering in such kinds of researches has not been mentioned so far. In this paper, we consider the problem of selecting the articles of experts' interest from a literature database by making use of existing databases and machine learning techniques. This problem could be considered as an active information gathering problem and is useful from the viewpoint of active mining prospect. The results show the effectiveness of making use of existing databases in terms of reducing the number of training data required for the learning system while maintaining the quality of the obtained documents.
Introduction
Due to the rapid growth of computer hardwares as well as network technologies, currently there is a vast amount of information which can be accessed through a variety kinds of networks. Although data mining has been able for mining many useful patterns from data, current data mining techniques are not robust enough and active mining [Motoda 02 ] is regarded as an effective way to overcome the problem. Especially, active information gathering, which is a technique for gathering information in accordance with the purposes and interests of the users from a variety of sources is considered to play an essential role in active mining [ 01] . In addition, active information gathering aims at actively gathering useful information which may lie on a variety of distributed sources and the gathered information is passed to the next mining stage [Numao 02 ].
Since MEDLINE is a biomedical literature database containing a vast amount of useful information on medicine, bioinformatics etc., it is natural to exploit MEDLINE as a text source for active mining systems pertaining to medical or biological data. This paper considers the problem of semi-automatically selecting the documents of experts' interest from MED-LINE by making use of existing databases and machine learning techniques. We will discuss the relationships between this task and active information gathering. When considering the problem of applying active mining into text sources, most of conventional text mining (or information extraction) researches tend to fix the given text sources and have not considered the role of active information gathering in the mining process. By combination our proposed method which actively retrieves useful documents to the users with conventional text mining (or information extraction) methods and active user reaction which makes the mined knowledge easily accessible for prompt feedback, the text mining may be conducted in a more effective way.
In detail, our work in this paper is to find useful MEDLINE articles, which contain interesting genetic information on organisms like Yeast. Using YPD database * 1 , which is a database of a Yeast called S .cerevisiae as an existing database, we attempt to find relevant documents of a given organism. Our goals are twofold:
• Using machine learning techniques to retrieve actively relevant documents which satisfy the purposes and interests of the users.
• Reducing experts' work for providing training data by making use of existing databases. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some MEDLINE characteristics. Section 3 describes in detail the proposed task, which is based on Information Retrieval. Section 4 demonstrates experimental results as well as discussions. Section 5 introduces some related work, and finally Section 6 presents our conclusion and some directions for future work.
Background on MEDLINE
Since our work is related to information retrieval and text mining from MEDLINE, first we give some brief descriptions about MEDLINE. MEDLINE is a premier source of bibliographic coverage of biomedical literature produced by the U.S National Library of Medicine. To date, it contains approximately 12 million citations back to 1966 and about 400,000 new citations is added to MEDLINE each year. The citations are taken from over 3900 journals and about 80% of them contain abstracts. Figure 1 shows an example of MEDLINE records on S .cerevisiae.
In Figure 1 , "MeSH terms" are controlled vocabulary of biomedical terms which is used to describe the subject of each journal article in MEDLINE. Currently there is more than 19,000 MeSH terms which are arranged hierarchically by subject categories with more specific terms arranged beneath broader terms.
Description of the task in detail
First, we give some descriptions on the YPD database which is used as an existing database in our work. Yeast Protein Database (YPD) is a comprehensive knowledge resource that contains information on all the characterized proteins of the well-studied yeast S .cerevisiae. This database is built by having the experts read and combed through the yeast literature. Fig. 1 An example of MEDLINE record on S .cerevisiae consisting of fields such as "Journal", "Title","Author", "MeSH terms" etc. This document is considered as "negative example" since it do not contain useful genetic information.
ports, each of which presented as a web page and has different blocks for Title Line, Protein Properties, Annotation Lines, References, etc. Each report contains tabulated data and a compendium of research results gathered from the scientific literature. In this work, we only focus on the "References" block. Nearly all of the reference numbers are hyperlinked to MEDLINE where the abstracts may be read.
Given a certain organism X, the goal of this task is to retrieve its relevant documents, i.e. documents containing useful genetic information for biological research. We have used two methods to address the problem. The illustration and the algorithm of the first method are shown in Figure 2 and Figure 3 respectively. The algorithm of the second method is shown in Figure 4 .
Let MX, MS be the sets of documents retrieved from MEDLINE by querying for the target organism X and S .cerevisiae respectively (without any machine learning filtering) and YS be the set of MEDLINE 5 SP-C 2002 documents gathered by using the references' links of YPD protein reports (YS is omitted in Figure 2 for the reason of simplification). The set of positive and negative examples then are collected as the intersection set and difference set of MS and YS respectively. Given the training examples, OX is the output set of documents obtained by applying Naive Bayes classifier on MX. The reason Naive Bayes classifier is used as the base learning classifier is because of a large number of training data examples are dealt with, and Naive Bayes is faster compared to other supervised learning methods such as Support Vector Machine [Vapnik 98 ].
While the first method aims at finding OX without using any training data concerning the target organism, the second method attempts to find OX by making use of PS, NS and the given training data on the target organism X. It is obvious that if a large number of training data examples on the target organism X are given, it is not necessary for exploiting YPD, and any supervised learning method could be applied directly. Since we aim at classifying documents on X and the initial set of negative examples contains noise, we consider the case when a small number of training data on X are given.
Since YPD database is a set of protein reports each of which has some MEDLINE references selected carefully by experts, most of MEDLINE documents obtained from YPD (using hyperlinks) may be considered as relevant documents. However, the initial set of negative examples (NS) created in 7. Sort OX in descending order according to the respective weight to the positive (relevant) class. Figure 4 , Φ X is the classifier obtained by by TX, and Φ XS is the classifier obtained by using TX, PS and NS after being filtered. The filtering algorithm attempts to remove from N S X relevant documents classified by Φ X . Since the purpose of the filtering algorithm is to remove the noise in the set of negative examples, i.e. removing documents containing useful genetic information to the users, Φ X is able to be applied in Figure 4 .
1 Naive Bayes classifier
Naive Bayes classifiers [Lewis 94 ] are among the most successful known algorithms for learning to classify text documents. A naive Bayes classifier is constructed by using the training data to estimate the probability of each category given the document feature values of a new instance. The probability an instance d belongs to a class c k is estimated by Bayes theorem as follows:
Since P (d|C = c k ) is often impractical to compute without simplifying assumptions, for the Naive Bayes classifier, it is assumed that the features X 1 ,X 2 ,. . .X n are conditionally independent, given the category variable C. As a result :
Input: TX, a set of documents randomly chosen on MX, OX and checked by human (TX = PX ∪ NX, where PX is a set of relevant documents, NX is a set of irrelevant documents checked by human). Output: Classifier Φ X , Φ XS 1. Generate the learning classifier Φ X given the training data PX and NX 2. Modify NS to N S X N S X = {d|d ∈ N S & P r(d, Φ X ) < 0.5}, where P r(d, Φ X ) is the probability d is classified by Φ X as positive.
3. Modify the set of positive examples
Generate the learning classifier Φ XS given the training data P XS and N XS 5. Evaluate Φ X , Φ XS on TX after sorting in descending order according to the respective weight to the positive (relevant) class. 
Experiments and Discussions
Our experiments used YPD as an existing database. From this database we obtained 14572 MEDLINE records pertaining to S .cerevisiae as shown in Table 1. With respect to the target organism X, we used two kinds of Yeast called Pombe and Candida respectively. Statistics result is shown in Table 2 .
1 Evaluation of method 1
After conducting experiments according to Figure 3 , we obtained the output containing 1764 and 285 records for Pombe and Candida respectively. Figure 5 shows the Recall-Precision curve for Pombe and Candida. It can be seen from this figure that using machine learning approaches remarkably improved the precision. The reason the recall in the case of Candida is rather lower compared to the case of Pombe is that Pombe is a yeast which has more similar genetic characteristics than Candida. 
2 Evaluation of method 2
First, Table 3 shows the statistics result by varying the percentage of the training data on the target organism X. Figure 5 indicates that using a supervised machine learning method and making use of YPD, our system is able to produce a set of output documents with A certain number of documents in each of dataset are taken randomly and checked by hand whether they are relevant or not. As a result, we obtain 456 documents, in which 303 documents are relevant and 153 documents are irrelevant. Varying the percentage of training data, the results of our two methods for the total 456 documents are shown in Figure 6 . This figure shows that although with a relatively large number of training data the use of YPD cannot improve much the accuracy, even with a relatively few number of training data we can obtain high accuracy which is comparable with the accuracy obtained using a large number of training data in the case without using YPD and a feedback approach.
We verify the effect of the filtering algorithm shown in Figure 4 by calculating the precision with 50% as test set. We see from Table 4 that the proposed filtering algorithm is able to improve the precision, i.e. reducing the noise in the set of negative examples.
As shown in Figure 6 , the proposed method is able to obtain a high precision with a relatively few number of training data. The proposed method using just 20% training data (about 90 documents in the experiment) obtained a same precision with the conventional method using 100% training data. Besides, we have also attempted to filter not only the set of negative examples but also the set of positive examples, however the results is worse compared to the case of filtering only the set of negative examples.
Having sorted the obtained set of documents according to the weight ω (0 ≤ ω ≤ 1) to the positive class, the Recall-Precision curve of each classifier could be drawn. Figure 11 show the Recall-Precision curve of each classifier when the percentage of training data used is 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 100% respectively (when only use training data provided by human or when using YPD after feeding back for filtering the initial set of negative examples). It should be noted that the precision is calculated by the average value when ω which is 1 or 0 continues after sorting, because it is meaningless for sorting in these cases. It could be seen that when the number of training data examples provided by human are small, the method 2 (using YPD as an existing database) outperforms the method 1 (without using any existing database), but when the number of training data examples provided by human are large enough, the original method 1 seems to be better compared with the results obtained by the method 2. In addition to the Recall-Precision curve, F-measure, which is defined as the harmonic mean for precision and recall is calculated. the experts' work on providing training data, which is tedious and time-consuming in many cases.
Related work
A similar approach for applying machine learning in Information Retrieval is described in [Okabe 01 ]. In this paper, a relational learning approach is used to feedback users' interaction to the retrieval system. Although both of work aim at improving the relevancy of the obtained documents, our approach focuses on exploiting existing databases and uses feedback as a method for decreasing the noise in the set of negative examples generated automatically. [Usuzaka 98 ] and [Tanaka 00 ] also use machine learning techniques in selecting MEDLINE documents, however differing from our approach of making use of exist- 
Fig. 13
The maximum value of F-measure ing databases, they apply a "rough reading strategy" which combines the experts' knowledge with the machine learning system.
In addition, there has been a great deal of research aimed for extraction information from biology texts to find information such as gene-gene interactions, protein-protein interactions [Blaschke 99, Craven 99, Rindflesch 00, Sekimizu 98, Thomas 00, Yakushiji 01]. As mentioned above, these studies attempt to apply natural language processing techniques into biology texts and differ from our work in which we attempt to apply the concept of active mining into biology texts.
Conclusion and Future Direction
The problem of active mining is an new area in data mining. Techniques for actively gathering information which is useful from the viewpoint of the users are required. We have presented an a method that uses machine learning techniques to actively finding relevant biomedical articles in accordance with users' interest. Differing from the previous approaches, we have proposed an approach which makes use of existing databases for reducing the number of articles needed to be read by experts. We conclude that,
• It is able to use machine learning techniques and pre-existing sources to support users for finding useful information from a vast amount of information.
• Making use of pre-existing sources may be effective for reducing the tedious and time-consuming work required for providing training data.
• It is hopeful that the idea of using machine learning techniques and pre-existing sources may be applied to other applications on active mining and active information gathering. We are considering some future directions as follows:
• An approach for combining information retrieval (using machine learning techniques) with text data mining (based on Apriori algorithm [Agrawal 94 ]) [Tran 01 ].
• Making use of MeSH term hierarchy. Although using only the MeSH terms cannot improve our work, the idea of using the MeSH term hierarchy may be useful for improving our work. However since we use a quite large number of documents, it is difficult to apply directly learning systems such as Inductive Logic Programming [Muggleton 91] for exploiting the MeSH term hierarchy .
• Improving the current system in terms of user interface environment.
